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Introduction


Perception of Place: Southern Oregon As A
Wine Destination



Division of Questions: Transportation,
General Information, Weather, Customer
Service, Wine Quality

Increasing Wine Tourism =
Wine Tourist


Wine tourism refers to
tourism whose
purpose is or includes
the tasting,
consumption or
purchase of wine,
often at or near the
source.



Variables of a wine
tourist include
gender, income,
age, belonging to a
wine club, wine
consumption habits,
and their
involvement in
activities related to
winery visits.

Southern Oregon Vineyards
Participating Southern Oregon Tasting
Rooms:
Umpqua: Abacela, Pyrenees,
 Rogue: Del Rio, Roxy Ann,
 Applegate: Red Lilly, Troon


Questions….Results
Are directional signs to tasting rooms available and easy to follow?
Is parking adequate at the tasting rooms?

Yes = 297 / No = 3

Yes = 291 / No = 9

Is there a visitor center or online site you found to get information about our tasting rooms?
Yes = 176 / No = 124
Is the weather consistent with your perception of Wine destinations? Yes = 199 / No = 101
Did you find the weather affected your wine tasting experience? Yes = 125 / No = 175
Is the tasting room staff able to provide information about local attractions? Yes = 293 / No = 7
Is the tasting room staff friendly and helpful? Yes = 293 / No = 7
Are local food specialties served at the tasting room? Yes = 221 / No = 79
Are the wine tasting prices fair for the quality of wine products offered? Yes = 293 / No = 7
Is the quality of the wine good? Yes = 287 / No = 13

Embracing New Ideas:


50% of visitors to wineries are day trippers. If
these one day visitors could be converted to
overnight visitors, the economic impact of
their visit would more than double and
longer stays would distribute the direct
economic impact of wine tourism to a greater
number of stakeholders.

Southern Oregon Marketing and
Tourism Questions To Explore:
The average distance of all vineyards who
participated in this survey from Interstate 5 was
12.6 miles in driving distance. Southern Oregon
wineries need data for understanding and
capturing the largest potential tourist audience in
Southern Oregon. From “Where are We” to “Were
Here” destination on I-5.
 Weather and Wine, how the future of climate in the
Southern Oregon AVA effects the wine tourist
experience. Days, Months, Years of data needed
to understand yield and revenue management .
 Increased retention rates of day trip travelers in
Southern Oregon. Research development around
visitor intentions, itineraries and activities.


